
Dino Mask

1. White Shoe Box

2. A4 Print Outs (x2 per student) or A4 page so that they can create 

their own.

3. Pastel Crayons

4. Thick Paint Brush

5. Acrylic Ink

6. A4 page to cut eyes

7. Scissors

8. Glue Stick

9. Koki’s, colour pencils etc

10. Stapler

11. Ribbon
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Did you know?

1. The smallest dinosaurs that we know of were just 4-feet and weighed less than a chihuahua.

2. The word “dinosaurs” belongs to the ancient Greek and means “terrible lizard”. That’s not a 

nice way to call someone, by the way.

3. Dinosaurs’ eggs were just the size of a basketball. Had they been any bigger, the shell would 

have been more thick and so the babies wouldn’t have made it out.

Materials Required: 
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Dino Mask

Cut the top strip (1) of the 
white shoebox off using a steel 
ruler, cutting board and blade.

Fetch strip number 2. Cut a 
ruler with on either side and 
+- 22cm in. 

Put all the strips in the box. 
Print x2 Dino feet templates 
per student and now you are 
ready for your class.

Cover with Acrylic Ink. See 
how the crayons resists the 
ink. 

1 Cut the next strip off (2). Cut 
x4 +-3cm slots in the centre of 
the base of the box. Width of 
the blade.

2 Cut a ruler width strip on 
either side of block number 3. 
Don’t cut the square (b) off, 
just the 2 slots (a & c) shown in 
orange.

3

Fold your box. Tuck 3b into 
the box so that the box is 
secure. 

4 5

6

Decorate your box using 
pastel crayons.7 8 9 Whilst waiting for your dino

head to dry. Use your spare 
strip and draw your teeth.
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Prepare this part before the class begins
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Dino Mask

Cut it out. Adult help will be 
required here for younger 
kids.

Whilst waiting for your box 
to dry. Start with the Dino 
Slippers. Use x2 printouts 
on 240g paper. Start 
decorating. 

Cut it out. Remember to make 
x2 feet.

Tie them around your ankles 
and test them out.

10 Take one set and fold it over 
by +- 1 cm.11

Cut triangles for the fins on 
top of your dino head. 12

If you have more scraps left 
you can cut more teeth for 
the side. This is optional.
Time for a break.

13 14 15

Staple a ribbon on either 
side. 16 17 18 Your Dino Head should be dry 

by now. Time to assemble. 
Stick the U shape cardboard 
onto the strips protruding 
from the box using tape.
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Dino Mask

Staple the top row of teeth 
on.20 Turn your box around and 

staple the top row of teeth 
on (the teeth with the 90deg 
fold).

21 Push your fins through the 
slots from the bottom up.22
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Cut circles out of normal 
paper, draw pupils and stick 
your eyes on. 

Time to play, rrroooaaaarrr! Add side teeth if you like.23 24 25


